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Who would ever think
that Sydney Good is
celebrating her 25th

year of employment with the
American Kennel Club?  Sydney has
had diverse experiences throughout
her employment.  She commenced
her employment with the AKC
while living on Staten Island, com-
muting into Manhattan to work in
the AKC offices as Supervisor of
Show Records.  The office at that
time was located at 51 Madison Ave.

In September of 1978; Sydney relo-
cated to northern California where
she served as a Field Representative
for Field Trials as well as conforma-
tion events for five years.  Since
1983, Sydney has served as a con-
formation Field Representative at
shows throughout the country.  In
1993, Sydney moved back to the
East Coast to the Eastern Shore of
Maryland, where she can currently
be found in residence with her Toy
Poodle and two Chihuahuas.

Sydney Good 
Celebrates 25th Anniversary

Sydney Good

Who are those Breeder Judges?
An ongoing frustration for judges and staff is how to identify

who are breeder/judges of a breed or individuals who may serve as mentors.
Many parent clubs have established lists of approved mentors/breeder judges who are

available and willing to work with perspective judges of their breed.  Some of these lists have
been published in prior issues of the Judges Newsletter and are forwarded to the Executive Field

Staff upon receipt in the Judges Education Office. 
Today’s technology provides you with multiple resources at your fingertips.  You can find photos,

videos, articles by noted individuals in the breed, history, and seminar listings.  Many parent clubs have
included this type of information on their web sites.  Some require a bit of browsing, but as prospective judges
of a breed what a great resource to start your investigation and background work.  

A few parent club web sites that provide such information are:
www.alaskanmalamute.org
www.dpca.org
www.basset.bhca.org
www.beardie.net
www.cardigancorgis.com

Many of the Parent Club Web 
sites are linked to the AKC Web site.



Color and the Brittany… from the American Brittany Club

In the majority of breed standards the desired color
and markings are spelled out in the standard.  In a

few cases color is called immaterial.  Either way color and
markings are definitely key breed characteristics equal in
importance with size, proportions and other breed 
delineating characteristics.

Breeds were developed by different peeople
in different parts of the world for different
functions.  Some wanted one shape and size
and some another.  Some wanted one color
and some another.  These differences can, in
part, be explained by the wide variety of func-
tions and climate; still personal preference 
certainly played a large part in the development of
each breed.  And while for the most part color does
not affect performance, it definitely contributes to the
look of the breed.

As judges it behooves us to know, understand and
respect the standard of each breed that we undertake to
adjudicate.

The Brittany standard calls for a lightly built, square
bird dog between 17 1/2 and 20 1/2 inches in liver and
white or orange and white.  This then makes color one of
the essential Brittany characteristics.

According to the standard-liver or orange are equally
acceptable- clear or roan are equally acceptable.  In either
of these color combinations the standard calls for parti-
color or piebald patterns, but makes no mention of where
these markings must be.

The other allowable (although not preferred) color is
tri-color and here the standard not only spells out the color

as a liver and white dog with classic orange markings, but
it also very clearly lists these classic markings as “on eye-
brows, muzzle and cheeks, inside the ears and under the
tail; with freckles on lower legs.”

Thus while a Brittany may be, according to the 
standard, a tri-color, he may NOT be a three 

color dog-that is a dog with three colors 
indiscriminately scattered over its body.

While black is the only disqualification 
listed this does not mean that the Brittany may
be gray, green, purple, or any other color of the
spectrum. After all when a standard lists a 

specific color but does not disqualify each and
every color this does not give the judge the right 

to choose any color he likes that is not specifically
listed as a disqualification.
So with the Brittany the colors listed in the standard

are the only allowed colors and where markings are specif-
ically listed then those are the only allowed markings.
Thus a judge must excuse from the conformation ring any
three color Brittany marking his/her book “excused color
or markings not allowed by the breed standard.”

Standards are there for the protection of a breed and 
if a judge feels that he/she cannot follow a particular 
standard perhaps he/she should not judge that breed.

Submitted for the American Brittany Club by:
Dr. Jodi Engel - Judges Education Coordinator
Dorothy Macdonald - Gazette Breed Columinst
Kitty Murphy - AKC Delegate
Judy Cohen - Breed Standard Chair
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Some of the black and tan marked breeds have a
disqualification for white exceeding a certain

length. For example, the Black and Tan Coonhound
standard, “A solid patch of white, which extends
more than one inch in any direction.” The
Manchester Terrier Standard, “White on any part of
the coat whenever the white shall form a patch or
stripe measuring as much as one half inch at its
longest dimension.”

Other standards refer to a specific degree of over-
shot or undershot to disqualify as in the Doberman
Pinscher standard, “Overshot more than 3/16 of an
inch, undershot more than 1/8 of an inch.” The
Whippet Standard, “Undershot, overshot one-quarter
inch or more.” The Australian Shepherd standard,
“Overshot greater than 1/8 inch.”

The question is asked regularly, especially by new
judges of these breeds, as to how they are to determine
the measurements called for in these standards.  

Chapter 14, Section 6 of the Rules Applying To Dog
Shows states, “In those breeds where certain colors or
markings are specified in the standard as disqualifica-
tions, or in any class or division of a class where a certain
color, or colors are required by the conditions of the
class or division thereof, it shall be the judge’s responsi-
bility to determine whether a dog is to be disqualified or
declared to be ineligible for the class.”

Chapter 7, Section 15 “A judge’s decision shall be
final in all cases affecting the merits of the dogs.”

In conclusion, it is up to the judge of these breeds
to have knowledge of what these measurements would
be to utilize while examining these breeds.

Breed Standard Disqualifications
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What Do You Do?
Natural Ears or Tails

The question of
what to do when a

dog enters the ring with a
natural tail or ears, in a
breed where the standard
describes the tail as docked
or the ears as cropped is
occurring more and more
frequently.  We are seeing
more and more dogs that
have been imported from
countries that have banned
docking and cropping in
our show rings.  How do
you handle these exhibits?  

In accordance with
Chapter 7, Section 15 of the
Rules Applying to Dog
Shows, A judge’s decision
shall be final in all cases
affecting the merits of the
dogs. Full discretionary power
is given to the judge to with-
hold any or all prizes for want
of merit.  

It is the judge’s interpre-
tation of the breed standard
on the day.  In each of these
situations you may judge the
exhibit and place the dog you feel appropriate based on its quality in comparison to the other dogs being exhibit-
ed. Or, you may excuse the dog from the ring noting that the exhibit is not consistent with the breed standard, 
natural tail, natural ears, etc.

The Judges Education committee recommends the
following procedure while
examining the bite of a Pug;

Conformation Judges
Use thumb to feel teeth:
Do not pry mouth
open.  Simply run your
thumb over the teeth
and feel the very slight

undershot bite.  Please be careful to use the flat of
your thumb and not gouge the gums with
your nail.  

Junior Showmanship Judges
Junior Showmanship judges should
simply ask the Junior Handler to
hold the head so the judge could
run his/her thumb over the teeth to

check bite.

A Note from the 
Pug Dog Club of America

Clumber standard
revised March 28, 2001

to state, 
“The tail may be docked

or left natural, both being
of equal value.  

If docked, the tail’s length
should be in keeping 

with the overall 
proportion of the adult

dog.  If natural, 
the tailbone should 

extend to the point of
hock, but should not

extend to the ground. 

Welsh Springer
Spaniel Standard;

The tail is an extension
of the topline. Carriage

is nearly horizontal 
or slightly elevated

when the dog is excited.
The tail is generally

docked and displays a
lively action.
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2002 JUDGES’ BREED STUDY GROUPS AND SEMINARS

✸ Sanctioned by the Parent Club

✸ Pointer
April 9-11 2003 — Carlisle, PA
Contact Karin Ashe, (410) 343-
1215;e-mail: kashe@starpower.net.

✸ Setter, Irish Red & White
November 22 — Turlock, CA
Contact Gary Andersen, (480) 991-
7485; e-mail: glandesen@cox.net.

✸ Spaniel, Cocker, English Cocker,
English Springer 
January 3-5 2003 — Philadelphia,
PA
Contact Beth Speich, (608) 588-
2950;bspeich@mhtc.net;or Betty
Duding; e-mail: dduding@aol.com.

✸ Vizsla 
November 14 — Prescott, AZ
Contact Dr. Sylvia Kerr, (303) 759-
2474; e-mail: sylvia.ker@uchsc.edu.

Multi-Sporting Breed 
January 17 -19 2003 — Portland,
OR
Contact Jodi Engel, (541) 928-1087;
e-mail: pjskyline@attbi.com; or
Rosemary Leist; (503) 824-6257; 
e-mail: tansa@colton.com.

SPORTING

✸ Brussels Griffon
March 12, 2003 — Louisville, KY
Contact Lorene Vickers-Smith; (517)
627-5916; e-mail:
smithbros@aol.com.

TOY 

SYMPOSIUM

“What you Need to Know About
Judging - Preparation and
Procedure”

January 17, 2003 — 
Portland, OR
March 21, 2003 — 
Raleigh, NC
April 4, 2003 — 
Wichita, Kansas
April 11, 2003 — 
Perry, GA

Contact Karen Reuter, 5580
Centerview Dr., Raleigh, NC 27606-
3390; (919) 816-3595; e-mail:
kar@akc.org.

HOUND 

✸ Ibizan Hound
May 17, 2003 — Lynden, WA
Contact Luane Williams (972)
5399309; e-mail: arum@flash.net.

✸ Rhodesian Ridgeback
December 6 & 7  — Winston
Salem, NC
Contact Dr. Marti Anderson; (276)
236-8178.

TERRIER

✸ Multi Terrier
Bedlington Terrier,
Norwich/Norfolk Terrier &
Cairn/West Highland White
Terrier
June 13, 2003— Grayslake, IL
Contact Marcia Feld, (847) 362-
4237; e-mail: mfeld@prodigy.net

NON-SPORTING 

✸ American Eskimo Dog
March 23, 2003 — Macungie, PA
Contact Pat Putman; (509) 884-
8258; e-mail: eptuman@wvc.edu.

✸ Boston Terrier
April 22, 2003 — Frederick, MD
Contact Carl E. Gomes; (718) 994-
0834.

✸ Chow Chow
March 19 —20, 2003 — Dallas, TX
Contact Carmen Blankenship; (972)
296-9642; e-mail: carmenblanken-
ship@juno.com.

✸ Tibetan Spaniel
March 1, 2003 — Fort Walton
Beach, FL
Contact Linda C. Foiles; (540) 547-
3483; e-mail: flolintwo@aol.com.

Reminder:

2003
National Specialty 

Listings 
will be on the 

Web site

HERDING

✸ Australian Shepherd
April 24, 2003 — Davisburg, MI
Contact Nanette Newbury, (831)
663-3900; e-mail:
ByDesignCA@aol.com

✸ Collie 
April 15, 2003 — Rochester, MN
Contact Tom Coen, (413) 528-6933;
e-mail: macdegal@aol.com; or
Darci Brown; (413) 498-5005; e-
mail: dbhappyhr@hotmail.com.

WORKING

✸ Giant Schnauzer
April 11, 2003 — Harrisburg, PA
Contact Maryann Biscceglia; e-mail:
Ingesbars@aol.com.

✸ Mastiff
May 9, 2003 — Carlisle, PA
Contact Jessica Watson, (817) 295-
3733; e-mail: oakliar@applink.net.

✸ St. Bernard
May 8-10, 2003 — Rio Rancho, NM
Contact Joan Zielinski, (253)631-
1352; e-mail: Joan@stoans.com.
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MULTI-BREED 

Multi-Breed Seminar
December 7 - Boston, MA
Contact Wendy Willhauck; (508)
339-9242; e-mail:
frostfield@aol.com; or Virginia
Rowland; (978) 939-5300; black-
slate@aol.com.

Multi-Breed Seminar
January 8-10, 2003 — Sarasota, FL
Contact Nikki Riggsbee; (813) 654-
3412 (evenings); e-mail: nriggs-
bee@aol.com.

Multi-Toy Seminar 
January 9 & 10, 2003
Contact Dr. Steve Keating; (214)
946-2624; e-mail: suke19@aol.com.

Multi-Breed Seminar 
February 7 & 8, 2003 — New York,
NY
Contact Charlotte Patterson; (850)
837-2657; e-mail: ivanwold@gnt.net.

Multi-Breed Seminar 
March 22, 2003 — Raleigh, NC
Contact Debra Bonneford; (919)
816-3717; e-mail: dab@akc.org

All Toy Seminar
May 16 - 18 2003 — Oklahoma City,
OK
Contact Dr. Roger S. Pritchard, 
310 S Sooner Rd., Midwest City, OK
73110; (405)832-1873; fax: (405)
736-9275; e-mail:
rogerakc@aol.com. 

INSTITUTES

AKC Judges Institute
July 31 - August 3, 2003 — 
Portland, OR

Advanced Earthdog Institute
April 27 - May 1, 2003
Somerset, NJ

Contact Karen Reuter, 5580 Centerview
Dr., Raleigh, NC 27606-3390; (919)
816-3595; e-mail: kar@akc.org.

“Beware of those Gray areas…”

Attending Shows: If you attend shows immediately before events
you are scheduled to judge, do not watch the breeds you are later
scheduled to judge.

Breeding and Exhibiting: Judges start in the sport as breeders
and exhibitors.  It is natural to want to continue these activities after
becoming a judge.  AKC understands this.

Judges who exhibit are frequently a major source of complaints.
This is even more so if you handle your own dogs.  You should never
transfer or lease a dog to someone for the sole purpose of permitting
the dog to be exhibited at shows or companion shows where the
judge is officiating.
Conformation judges and
household members (as
defined in Chapter 11, Section
13 of the Rules Applying to
Dog Shows) may not exhibit
any breed and judge on the
same weekend or at compan-
ion shows within three days of
each judging assignment.  (I.e. Three days before and three days after
an assignment.)  There is no time restriction for dogs owned by you
and/or household members, which are exhibited at least 200 miles
from the show where the judge is officiating.  Sweepstakes judges may
judge and show on the same weekend, but not at the same event.
Chapter 11, Section 13 of the Rules applies to Sweepstakes and
Futurity Judges for the event.

You can combine exhibiting and judging without ever causing a
complaint if you are prudent in how and when you exhibit.
Remember, if you exhibit you should expect to be subject to special
scrutiny.  AKC will evaluate all complaints concerning judges who also
exhibit on an individual basis.  The necessary steps will be taken in
each particular situation.

Reminders and Frequently 
asked Questions:

Guidelines for 
Conformation Dog Show Judges

You can combine
exhibiting and judging
without ever causing a
complaint, if you are
prudent in how and
when you exhibit.
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Observing

In ring observation is an integral part of the
current approval process.  In order to make

it a meaningful and educational experience—
here are some points for you to remember:

•  Be sure the judge under whom you are
observing meets the criteria.  That is, a breeder/
judge with 12 years breeding experience.

• You may only observe under a
breeder/judge for any breeds less than five years or 

•  a regularly approved judge of the specific
breed for more than five years. 

Observations became an enriching component in
October 1999.  If you list an observation after January
2000 you must submit a form in order for the 
observation to be counted.  

If there is no observation form available and the
opportunity arises to observe a breed you are planning
to judge simply make a request of the judge and club if
it is possible to observe.  Following the observation,
send a form to the judge with a stamped addressed
envelope and ask that the form be completed and
returned to you.

Some suggestions in preparing to observe: Do your
homework in advance, read the breed standard.
Contact the Parent Club to have received the materials
the club may have developed, more and more clubs

have an illustrated standard or some form of
discussion of the breed.  View the breed
video.  Research the history of the breed.
Research the background of the person
under whom you wish to observe, make
certain they fulfill the criteria to have an

observer in the ring. Ask permission of the
Show Chairman and the judge in advance.

Request from the Judging Operations
Department the Observer Forms and badges.  

You are now being instructed to observe a mini-
mum of three times, with at least two having a major
entry.  This criterion may not work for the rarer breeds,
however it may help with some of the popular breeds
where observing has been witnessed with very small
entries.  

In other words, observing may be one of the last
enrichment activities you will do before applying.
Observe at least three times to get different perspec-
tives.  The discussion that may be held between the
judge and the observer is to be confidential.  

Reminder- It is your responsibility to 
request Observer Forms from the Judging

Operations Department. judgingops@akc.org
or (919) 816-3593.

Those who win are bred more often
than those that lose

Each year there are hundreds of exhibitors who
leave the ring unhappy about the placement of

their dog. Some are disappointed because they did not
win. Others because of a comment made by the judge.
Here is an example of a comment that will upset many
owners and handlers.  “I liked your dog but it was too
large”. Most owners and handlers translate that in
ways that would upset most judges. The dilemma is
this, “Does it mean that their dog was too big based
on the standard or that there was another dog that was
closer to the standard for its height?” This is not
always an easy problem to understand and emotions
run high when judges make these remarks.

The facts are that both the judge and breeder are
central to making breed improvements but that some
of the judging rules may complicate the process. These

rules are important because they can influence a
breed’s function, the quality of those that win and to
some degree, the destiny of a breed. In this respect, it
is fair to say that there are certain aspects of the judg-
ing process that are not perfect. The problem is that
the judging guidelines require that an estimate be
made about height and weight unless there is a dis-
qualification for size or weight in the breed standard.
Most breeders and owners know whether their dogs
are within the standard. Thus, when a judge makes a
decision in the ring based on an estimate the result can
mean that a good dog may not win. While most breed
standards do not make height or weight a disqualifica-
tion, they do place great emphasis on these traits with
specific language that speaks to each gender followed
with words like “the ideal or correct” size or weight
for each is … etc.

Things to Think About!
By Dr. Carmen Battaglia

continued on next page



Given this language it might seem
strange that out of 153 breeds,
only 31 have a height disqualifica-
tion. Of these, only 20 disqualify
for under size, 18 for over size and
16 for both under and over a spe-
cific size. The remaining 122 stan-
dards do not have a disqualification
for size. Some believe that the lack
of a disqualification is to be inter-
preted as only guidance to the
judge. This leaves the subject open
to a wide range of interpretations.
For example, when a standard
makes reference to a trait with
words like “the ideal or correct
………..” what should the intend-
ed meaning or interpretation be?
Would all clubs agree on how to
interpret these words? Probably
not. Some would point out that
there are breeders who knowingly
breed and exhibit dogs that are too
large or too small based on the
standard. Does this mean that
because there is no disqualification
that anything goes? When a judge
suspects a dog to be over or under
the standard most use the time
accepted ritual that has been passed
down over the years. Some call it
the “guesstimate” procedure
because they are not allowed to
measure or weigh.  In a study
reported by Willis, judges were
asked about their ring procedure.
Later the dogs were actually meas-
ured using a wicket. To everyone’s
surprise, Willis found the error rate
to be very high even among the
most experienced judges.  Willis
also asked the judges about their
procedure. He found that most
marked a place on their skirt or
pant leg so they could stand next to

the dog, look down and make an
estimate about the dog’s size.  If
the breed was examined on the
table most said they spread their
fingers and determined height by
looking at the distance between
their thumb and little finger. A
third group said they could esti-
mate size by observation alone.
They simply “eye balled it” based
on their “years of experience”. 

It seems strange that in this age
of advanced technology, it would
take a simple study by Willis to

demonstrate that this procedure is
outdated and fraught with error.
Many have asked if it wouldn’t be
better to allow judges to measure
any dog they believed to be too
large or too small since the purpose
of the wicket is to measure when
there is doubt. If judges were
allowed to measure or weigh, they
would have more accurate informa-
tion on which to base their deci-
sion. A dog that is a little too big or
a little too small, still might be the
best one in over all quality. The
dilemma for what happens next is
called, judging. The disgruntled
owners and breeders prefer to call it
“guessing or estimating”. At the

end of the day, it all boils down to
a judgement. 

There is however a lingering
problem. Should judges be denied
the right to know when the breed
standard calls for a specific size or
weight, even if there is no disquali-
fication? The reality of this topic
should not be overlooked because
we all know that those who win will
be bred more often than those that
lose.

Under current AKC policy,
breeds without a disqualification
for size or weight are at the mercy
of a judge's ability, skills, experi-
ence and interest at making esti-
mates. Some are better at it than
others. What Willis demonstrated is
that even among the best, there
often times are serious errors.
When I asked several judges about
this, they remarked that the esti-
mate has always been the tradition
and to “change it now after all
these years would only delay the
show”. 

If we think out of the box for a
moment and admit that the wicket
and the scales are superior to mak-
ing estimates, there just might be a
better way. Suppose that judges
were allowed to use wicket or scales
at specialty shows as a way of test-
ing the idea. Would this not be
improvement over the current
method? 

Conclusion: Editor’s Note
This article is Dr. Battaglia’s view-

point. We are interested in your thoughts.
The National Beagle Club re-quests

that each entry be measured at the
National Specialty which has been done
for many years as have several other
clubs. Please send your thoughts and
comments to judgesed@akc.org.
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Things to Think About!

Under current AKC

policy, breeds without a

disqualification for size

or weight are at the

mercy of a judge's ability,

skills, experience and

interest at making 

estimates. Some are 

better at it than others.
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Judging Junior Showmanship

The judging of Junior
Showmanship is not to be

taken lightly.  You are putting your
reputation on the line with the
future of the fancy.  These young
people are dedicated and knowl-
edgeable about the Guidelines and
Procedures for the Judging of
Junior Showmanship.  

Some reminders:
Judging Routine: The proce-

dures and routine of judging Junior
Showmanship are to remain consis-
tent with the judging of conforma-
tion breed judging.  The exception
is that you are asked to watch each
Junior set up their dog for examina-
tion.  This is suggested to assist you
in observing the rapport that the
Junior has with their dog.  

Safety:  It is the judges respon-

sibility to rearrange the class into
the appropriate gaiting speed for
the dogs.  This is to be done for
each class.  You may also divide
classes to utilize the space provided.

Please be conscious of the
weather and keep the dogs in the
shade as much as possible.

AKC Institutes 
for 2003
Judges Institute 
Portland, OR 
July 31 - August 3

Advanced Earthdog Institute
Somerset, NJ
April  27 - May 1 


